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but witha few exciting difference.: All card o lower inthan A six sere removeed from
e Decker "? “Everyone postes  an ante and only The ebuton PostS à reblinde – known asthe
‘bittone combriD;The Rules of 5 + Hildendiam- PokingStarrpokiestarsa :  dovolv ; game
SiX–plus poker 62 6 Card Omaha sother Is Anexcetedgame rarivead by No ma ha! Each mplayer
mealtt su x  privatecard S (¿hole chipn’) whiCH belong Onlly to That por Player".
I think I slowly finishing my health deterioration due to covid/flu. Have for over 1 week very mildish
symptoms. Every  other day I feel pretty good, next one is bad and I can't focus.Previous weekend
I had a short episode  with GG. I have there likeR$10 so i decided to 6 table 50bb deep NL2 reg
tables. Fun games on  gg but in general I prefer playing stars. However several of my poker
friends, keep telling me that I should  move to GG. There is less and less traffic on stars, bad rb
and so on. Well, I have a  feeling they might be right. To be honest I dont know what to do about it.
Always heard that GG  is big rake + some scammy moves happened. That is always a big turnoff
for me. But maybe now, when  I want to play semi-pro, and there is lot more games.... also in case
I get to higher stakes, stars  are now really dry.To sum this short two days on GG - I don't like all
those emotes, reactions, gaming  stuff on GG. It is not that I really suffer because of it. But I like as
simple and focused  themes and poker table as possible. Good thing is that I finished grinding two
days with +$10. Don't know how  to take it out of gg and pokercraft graph is wrong.After that I
played this week few hands on stars  too.There was a moment I was winning almost every pot.
Then gave away in few big setups. I managed to  stop the session as I was slightly unhappy to
lose 5BI in such a quick manner.Of course I should grind  waaaaay more volume. 2k hands is
below my daily average. So I see my main difficulty now is to increase  volume. I already noted
down few things that make it hard for me right now. First of all, I have  2 days during week, when I
have to wake up really early to my office job. I used to play  short sessions the evenings before
those days. But very often I struggled to finish session early, and it was tilting  and then I had short
and poor quality of sleep. Now I am thinking about not playing at all during  these two days (only
study) or playing lower than usual stakes. Right now it is obviously NL2 so not a  big deal with
implementation.Also on other days, I noticed that when I had a break from poker, I started to  put
as many things on my daily schedule as I can. Then in the evening I feel pretty tired and  already
overwhelmed with everything. Here, I need to improve the quality of my grinding time, so I need to
put  less tasks on myself during a day, add some naps, relaxation etc. Let's see how it works out
for me  this weekend.Overall there is some BR progress anyway. I now have likeR$80 with GG
money. Soon I might try again  NL5.Good Luck
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